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BCLN - Standard Quiz Settings 

*means that this is set using developer script. 

General 

 name = try to keep consistent throughout course (eg. Unit 1 Exam) 

 description = closed book? how many tries?  formula sheet? how to be prepared for this? 

Timing 

 Open quiz = not enabled* 

 Close quiz = not enabled* 

 Time limit = enabled (always have a time limit, even if it’s 2 hours)* 

 When time expires = “Open attempts are submitted automatically”* 

 Submission grace period = not enabled* 

Grade 

 Grade category = make sure this is appropriate 

 Grade to pass = leave as 0.00 

 Attempts allowed = usually 1, but is 2 for some self-evaluation quizzes 

 Grading method = highest grade 

Layout 

 New page = “every 2 questions”* 

 Repaginate now = yes* 

 Navigation method = “free”* 

To explain:  some people like to have the whole quiz show, but the problem with this is that if students 

spend too much time inactive on a single page and a server times-out, then they lose EVERYTHING.   If 

you are changing pages regularly (eg. Every 2 questions), the quiz is saved and you remove the risk of a 

student losing everything.  

Question behavior 

 Shuffle within questions = yes (often yes, but you may have a reason for no) 

 How questions behave = “deferred feedback”* 

 Allow redo within attempt = no* 

 Each attempt builds on last = no* 

Review Options 

Only the second and third columns are applicable for most synchronous courses and are often 

set to allow all feedback.   You may decide to reduce this in particular circumstances, but if the 

database is large enough then might as well let them see their individual results. 
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Appearance 

 Show the user’s picture = small image* 

 Decimal places in grades = 0* 

 Decimal places in question grades = “Same as for overall grades”* 

 Show blocks during quiz attempts = no* 

 

Extra restrictions on attempts 

 Require password = enter a password if needed (yes for most tests, no for self-evaluation 

quizzes) 

 Require network address = leave blank* 

 Enforced delay between 1st and 2nd attempts = not enabled* 

 Enforced delay between later attempts = not enabled* 

 Browser security = none* 

Overall feedback 

 Feedback = “You aced it!!!  Excellent work.”* 

 Grade boundary = 100* 

Common module settings 

 Visible = show 

 ID number = blank 

 Group mode = no groups (for most cases) 

 Grouping = none (for most cases) 

Restrict access 

 Access restrictions = none (for most cases) 

Activity completion 

 Completion tracking = “Show activity as complete when conditions are met”* 

 Require view = no* 

 Require grade = yes* 

 Require passing grade = not enabled* 

 Expect completed on = not enabled* 

Tags 

 None selected 

Competencies 

 None selected 


